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ABSTRACT 

We have studied four sources of error (uncertainty) in water content 
obtained from neutron logs calibrated in partially saturated media for holes 
up to 3 m. ?or this calibration we built a special facility and developed an 
algorithm for a commercial epithermal neutron log that obtains water content 
from count rate, bulk density, and gap between the neutron sonde and the bore
hole wall. In our study we found errors in the facility itself: finite 
length of the cells making up the facility, inhomogeneous and nonrepre-
sentative material within the cells, gaps between the cells, inappropriate 
borehole shape, and approximation of a large borehole by a flat face. The 
algorithm contained errors due to'the calibration and Lack of fit, while the 
field measurements included uncertainties in the count rate (caused by statis
tics and a short time constant), gap, and density. Finally, there can be 
inhomogeneity in the material surrounding the borehole. Under normal field 
conditions the hole-size-corrected water content obtained from such neutron 
logs can have an uncertainty as large as 154 of its value. Primary causes are 
uncertainty in gap (correctable by measuring at both ends of the sonde), 
uncertainty in count (reducible by averaging over depth), and lack of fit. We 
intend to (1) increase the thickness of the sonde's shielding to 
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eliminate hole-size effect as well as (2) correct for uncertainties in gap and 
count. Thsn we believe we can reduce the uncertainty in the hydrogen index to 
the larger of 0.02 or 8% of its value, most of which is systematic. 

INTRODUCTION 

To meet our needs for determining the hydrogen index in support of the 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLHL) Nuclear Testing Program at the 
Nevada Test Site (NTS). we have calibrated an epithermal neutron log for 
partially saturated media and large holes. Epithermal neutron logs are used 
oecause compensated thermal neutron logs are marginally useful (Allen et al. r 

1372) in the presence of boron and gadolinium. These two thermal neutron 
aosoroers, boron and gadolinium, are unusually common at NTS; their quantity 
v.iries with position (Dimcmt, llJS9). 

Careful examination of the calibration procedure and use of the logging 
sonde in the field has resulted in a set of estimates of systematic and random 
errors in water content. Many of these sources of error are common to all 
nuclear-log calibration procedures but have not, to our knowledge, been 
addressed in the literature. Therefore, our results should be of interest to 
those involved in this field. 

We nave performed our own calibration of a service-company loqging system 
because we need to be able to predict the influence of formation water content 
on tnc effects of underground nuclear explosions. Therefore, we need to esti
mate total water content—bound as well as free. If we consiuer water content 
to be represented by the hydrogen index I (defined as hydrogen per unit 

H 
volume compared to that in fresh water), then we need to Know I within 0.02 
or 104 of its value (whichever is larger). 

ftlso, our holes and formations are unusual. Most of the holes we log are 
large— Erom 1.5 to 3 m in diameter—and dry. The hole walls are often quite 
rough, with severe washouts. 

Because porosity is often very high and water saturations very low, con
ventional neutron-log calibrations, made in saturated media, require us to 
make large corrections for density (Segisman and Liu, 1971). In addition, 
there are no service-company liibrations for 1- or 2-m diam holes, and those 
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used for 30- to 50-cm diam dry holes result in implausible water contents when 
standard logs are run in our holes. 

To meet our special needs and conditions, we built our own calibration 
facility at NTS (ucarst, 1979). Called the Hydrogen Content Test Facility 
(HCTF), the primary purpose of the calibration structure was to simulate large 
(1.5- to 3-m diam), dry holes. Furthermore, it was designed to have a range 
of bulk density and water content that spanned the range expected to be of 
interest to LML programs. We used such a range of densities because (1) the 
calculated density correction to the service-company calibrations might not 
apply to our case, and (2) there are no published measurements of the effect 
if. density. Construction o£ this facility allowed us to introduce gaps 
oetween the logging sonde and the borehole wall; it also permitted us to per
form some crude small-hole (30-cm diam) calibrations. Figure 1 is a photo
graph of the HCTF. 

During the past two years we have expanded and improved this facility, 
using it to calibrate two different sondes. The first sonde was a standard 
service-company epithermal-neutron sonde with shielding added to attempt to 
eliminate the effect of the borehole size. The second was a sonde designed 
especially for our large boreholes. 

We have fitted now interpolation algorithms depending on bulk density, 
water content, and gap to the data from each of these sondes. Each sonde was 
calibrated in water-filled and dry boreholes, and the standard sonde was cali
brated in both large and small holes. We used an algorithm having few enough 
parameters to permit some statistical analysis of the accuracy of estimation 
of water content between the calibration points. This report is an account of 
the calibration and error analysis in the improved HCTF. 

THE IMPROVED CALIBRATION FACILITY 

The current facility is made up of 12 sets of cells arranged in paral
lelepipeds, each set consisting of 15 aluminum cells. Each set contains a 
different combination of water content and density, as shown in Table 1. 

Figure 2 shows a sketch of the layout of three sets of the cells. In 
this illustration we demonstrate how two sizes of dry holes can be simulated. 
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FIG. 1. The LLNL Hydrogen Content Test Facility at the Nevada Test Site. Cell sets are on 
either side of center aisle. fKorkbenrh not present during use of the facility.) 



PIG. 2. Sketch of three of the 12 
parallelepipeds, which were designed to 
calihrate neutron loqs. 

A sonde can oe placed on the face of the center cell of a set to approximate a 
large hole or inside the space left by removing the inner cell to approximate 
a small hole. The face of a set of cells is intended to simulate an infinite-
diam hole. We expected that there would be enough shielding on the sonde to 
prevent neutrons from entering the sonde anywhere but at its front face, 
making this arrangement a good simulation of our large-diam holes. Figure 3 
is a photograph of an actual sonde (with no shield) in place on a cell face. 

It is also possible to simulate two sizes of wet holes at the HCTF. We 
approximated a large, water-filled hole by cutting a piece of 1,3-m diam 
casing in half longitudinally and welding a plate across the d'am. A thin, 
aluminum plate was placed across a slot at the center of this latter plate. 
The assembly was situated so the aluminum plate bore against the center of the 
face of a set of cells. This half-piece of casing was then filled with water 
and used to simulate the large water-filled hole. For a small, water-filled 
hole we replaced one of the center cells with a water-filled cell and put the 
sonde in that cell, forced against one wall. 
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FIG. 3. Detail of a set of cells with a sonde (unshielded) in place on a flat 
face. 
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Sets of cells were used rather than tanks with boreholes for two rea
sons. First, it wo:ld be very difficult to fill a large volume with a 
controlled, partially saturated mixture because a vibrator large enough to 
vibrate many tonnes was unavailable to pack the fill material. Second, the 
amount of material required to surround a 2- or 3-m borehole with a thick 
layer of material of carefully controlled water content and density would be 
prohibitively expensive. 

The cells contain sand, active alumina, tabular alumina, glass marbles, 
and water. The filling method and detailed discussion of the contents of each 
cell is discussed in Hearst (1979). The correction for the nominal density 
and water content of each cell to account for the 3-mm thick aluminum cell 
walls is indicated in Table 1. Because the cells sometimes bulge, there are 
gaps of up to 5 mm between some parts of some of the cells. 

Figure 4 is a cross plot of density and water content (I ) of the 12 
H 

sets of cells. The particular values of density and water content were chosen 
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FIG. 4. Values of densitv and water content in the 12 cells. The triangle 
shows Dlausihle field values. 
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Table 1. Contents of the 12 sets of cells in the HCff. 

Component 
Free 

Point 1 2 Hater 

1 Dry active - no 
alumina 

2 Tabular -- no 
aluiina 

1 Tabular sand no 
alumina 

4 Partly saturated -- no 
active alumna 

5 Partly saturated sand no 
active alumina 

6 Glass sand yes 
marbles 

1 Saturated - no 
active alumina 

8 Sand - yes 

9 Tabular - yes 
aluiina 

10 Active sand yes 
alumina 

U Active -- yes 
alumina 

12 None -- yes 

Water content (Vol frac.) 
Error for 

Mean Mean 0.3-cm gap 

0. 0. 

0, 0. 

a. o. 

0.130 + 0.003 0.125 0.002 

0.132 +0.001 0.126 0.182 

0,133 + 0.002 0.127 0.002 

0,30 + 0.003 0.364 0.007 

0.321 + 0.001 0.308 0.006 

3.383 + 0.002 0.367 0.007 

0.500 t 0.002 0.48 0,01 

0,755 + 0.016 0.73 0.015 

1.000 0.96 0.02 

Bulk density, g/cr 
Error for 

Bean Mean U-flR ga? 

0.615+ 0.011 0.89 0.02 

2.09 + 0.03 2.10 0.04 

2.64 + 0.02 2.63 0.05 

0.92 + 0.01 0.99 0,02 

1.48 + 0.01 1.51 0,03 

2.3 + 0.01 2,32 0.05 

1.2 + 0.002 1.26 0.02 

2.02*0,01 2,03 0,04 

2.58 + 0,004 2.58 0.05 

1.86 + 0,01 1.89 0.04 

1.54 + O.M 1.58 0,03 

1,000 1,07 0,02 

"Corrected for aluminum. 



to span the region of plausible field values of porosity less than 60% and 
grain density between 2.8 and 2.65 g/cc. The error bars arise primarily from 
uncertainty (taken as 3 ram) in the size of the gaps between the cells. 

INTERPOLATION ALGORITHMS 

Out objective is to obtain a method o F estimating the hydrogen index I 
Erora the density (p), count rate (N ), and gap between the sonde and 

N 
borehole wall (G). In this section we discuss ways in which such an algorithm 
could be developed and how the systematic and fluctuating errors from the 
algorithm could be evaluated. 

We presume there exists an exact functional relationship by which I 
could oe calculated from p, G, and the average count rate N that would be 

N 
measured if the sonde were to sense a homogeneous medium for a long time: 

I = F(p, if[,G) . (1) 

For a given measurement with the sonde, we have observed values indicated by 
the subscript k 

P k = p + % ' 

GK - G + eG ' 

where we assume that the errors e are zero-mean independent random variables 
with standard deviations o , Q , and o . When the log is run in a hole, 
I is estimated from measurements by use of a postulated functional rela
tionship that we write as H; i.e., 

where the symbol "A" indicates the estimate of a parameter. The uncertainty 
in tiny measurement of I is a random variable given by 

If there are systematic er "rs in the estimate, resulting, for example, from 
an incorrect choice of function, AI will not be zero-mean. 



Assuming that the observation errors are small enough, we can write a 
first-order approximation for the error in the estimate: 

AI = I, - I = H(p,N ,G) - F(p,N ,G) + cl(data) , II H N N 

where 

«<«Hf)vtMtk. 
w 

With our assumptions, the mean of fll (data) is zero, and the variance is 
a i v î n b\ f 

2 , . t , / 3 H \ 2 2 /8H \2 2 x /3H\2 „ 2 

"his can be calculated no matter how H is determined. Most published log 

calibrations use only a foo of 3H/3N eN to estimate the uncertainty in I , 

a procedure that indicates the repeatability of the measurements but ignores 

the systematic error, (H-F). 

Both the 'nature of the systematic error and our ability to estimate it 
depend on the method used to obtain the algorithm. If the function F could be 
derived correctly (and used without a calibration), then the only source of 
error would be ft(data), which is easilv evaluated. However, because we do 
not know F, we must calibrate. The count rate response is measured for a 
number (m) of sets of I , 0, and G. Postponing discussion of the error in 

h 

our knowledge of the values of these variables in the calibrator, we assume 
that our measured count rates N„(i) differ from the correct couit rates 

d 

N„(i) by an additive random variable: 

i y i ) = 1^ (i) + e(i) for i = l,m , 

where the calibrator prooerties are related to N„ (i) bv 
N 

(i) = F[n(i) ,N°(i] ,G(ij] 

The eli) are assumed to be zero-mean, independent random vaiiaoles with stan
dard deviation o(i). 

To indicate that the calibration algorithm is based on these measured 
count rates, we write 
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V H ! V V V V ' 
where the symbols in front of the slash indicate the measurements in the bore

hole and the symbol after the slash represents the vector of cal ibrat ion 

measurements [Ml i ) " ] . Again, assuming small errors and separating the 

systematic error into two terms, 

LI = I I T - I , = dl (call + 61 (fit) + 4i (data) . 
H H 

Tne f i r s t term, 

(6) 

01 (tali = Y. 
i=l 

3H ... (7) 

is a zero-mean, random variable whose variance is calculated from the differ
ences in repeats of the calibration measurements, 

U (cal) 

The second term, 

3H 
a>yi) 

o 2 ( i ) 

f l ( f i t ) = H(p,NN,G/Nf]) - Flp,NN,G) , (9) 

i s a fixed bias result ing from the choice of the algorithm. Whenever param

e te r s tjjsed on a part icular set of cal ibrat ion measurements are used, the 
2 

H(cal) is a fixed bias . The equation for a (call is used only to 

estimate how large that fixed bias could be. 

The nature of these errors depends on how the form of the algorithm i s 

chosen. Three curve-f i t t ing methods are discussed here: (1) Using leas t -

square methods to estimate parameters of a function known to have the correct 

form; (2) using least-square methods to estimate parameters of a rb i t r a r i l y 

chosen functions, and (3) drawing a curve by "eye". 

If the functional form is known to be correct , then Si(f i t ) = 0. 

However, a systematic error persists because of uncertainties in the measure

ment of the caliDration data points. I t s properties can be derived from the 

least-squares theory. The uncertainty Si(cal) for a given set of parameters 

i s unknown and varies with the independent variables (p,I ,G). I t is 

usually smallest close to the calibration points . The variance of 61 leal) , 
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c"lCdll, can be calculated. IL decreases inversely with the rumber of 
degrees of freedom, or with the excess ot independent calibration points over 
the number of parameters. Consequently, including enough parameters to 
describe the physics completely—and thereby making oi (fit) = 0—might make 
;"(cal) unacceptably largo. 

[f the form of the algorithm is chosen arbitrarily, il(cal) behaves as 
described in the previous paragraph. Tn acJition, thet" is an unknown bii.s, 
i.T(Cit) from Hie inability of the function in the algorithm (H) to represent 
the real physics in F. Goodness-of-fit tests, wtv.ch compare the residuals at 
the calioration points to i',l(cal), can determine if there is a poor fit. Jt 
is possible, in principle, to estimate the sum of the squares of the bias at 
the calibration points from such a test but very difficult to estimate it for 
regions between calibration points. 

It is very difficult to assess <*,I(tit) and (iKcal) resulting when 
calibration curves are drawn "by eye". Consequently, one rarely sees discus
sions of the possibility of systematic errors when this type of fit is made. 

OUR ALGORITHM 

Wo developed an algorithm for I as a function oE N , n, and G by 
n N 

using method (2). Exact forms have been developed for N, as a function of 
medium propelcies such as cransport and scattering mean free t-aths, loga
rithmic energy decrement per collision, or diffusion cc-tficient (Tittle, 
1961; Kozuevnikov, 1963). But we have found no solution chat predicts I in 
terms of density and water content alone. We developed and investigated 
several such forms with some aasis in neutron physics, restricting ourselves 
to five parameters to minimize calibration uncertainty. 

The forms we studied represented the count rate as the dependent variable 
so that the goodness-of-fit was evaluated by comparing the residuals of the 
count rate to the measurement uncertainty. Although all forms we used failed 
this test, we eventually chose one giving the smallest sum of residue . This 
was done for a few cases (e.g., large hole, dry; small hole, wet), an then 
the same form was applied to all the cases. Recognizing that the form does 
not adequately describe the physics, we must estinnte 61(fit) by other 
means. Our justification for using this form is given in the Appendix. 
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The function finally chosen for zero-gap data was 

i = lin \ . = a 1 (1 + a 2p) exp(a 3I H) + .̂  . (10) 

A plausible correction term for gap G was then included: 

l+acG I for dry holes 

y = In N = a (1 + a pjexpla I ) + a x 

1+a Gll-I ) for wet holes (11) J H 

Point No 1 (I = 0, p = 0.89) was not used in the fitting procedure 
bfcause its count- rate is less than that for point No. 2. This decrease is 
caused ny a reduction in scattering at very low density and water content, and 
while it makes physical sense (Hearst, 1979), it would require extra para
meters to fit. We were, therefore, left with 11 calibration points. 

The computer code "ZXSSQ3" (IMSL, 197B) was used to determine the non
linear least-squares fit of the data in the following manner. First, the 
logarithm of the measured counts (in API units) was taken, and the coeffi
cients (a a.i a.,, a.) were determined by fitting Eq. 10 to the 

1 I J 4 
zero-gap dai-a alone. Second, the fifth coefficient was determined alone by 
using the previously determined (a , a., a.., a ) coefficients, fitting 
Eq. U to all of the data. These a. coefficients are given in Table 2 for 
two sizes of sondes in dry and wet holes, both large and small. A sample set 
or API- counts is given in Table 3. 

The relationship above must be solved Eor water content by a root-finder 
or iterati 'e technique since it cannot be inverted for non-zero value of gap. 
Plots of typical algorithms of count rate vs water content for various values 
of density and gap are given in Figs. 5 (e-e). 

The algorithms in Fig. 5 have a shape consistent with those from service 
companies (Ttttm.an, et al. r 1966). Their curves are always plotted at LG0% 
saturation. For comparison, curves equivalent to 100% saturation in a 
material of matrix density of 2.65 are shown as dashed lines in Figs. 5 (a-e). 

ERROR ANALYSIS 

There are four sources of error (or uncertainty) in the water cont nt 
calculated by applying the algorithm to the output of a neutron log. 
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Table 2 . C o e f f i c i e n t s of the a lgor i thm for one small sonde and the b ig -ho le 
sonde, inc luding es t imated e r ro r in the measured count . 

Sonde Hole M ot 
size size dry Shield 

no 

yes 

small big dry 

small big dry 

small big net 

snail big Met 

small small dry 

snail small dry 

small snail wet 

small smail «et 

big big dry built-in 

big big net built-in 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

a. 
i 

2,9562 

3.2525 

3.9320 

3.45B1 

1,3382 

2.580 

3.904 

3.6237 

3,919 

4.2S02 

11965 

075B 

11116 

09958 

2720 

0739 

0923 

1026 

a, u4 

-2.743a 5,5562 

-2.5015 5.3379 

-3.2)35 5.3275 

-3.3510 5.5749 

-2.S675 7,3279 

-2,6198 6.1962 

-3,311 5,3137 

-3.2370 5,6005 

-2,7666 4,8326 

-3.169o 4.9W8 

y 
exp 

a.ifiu 3, 

0.2750 2. 

0.0529 7, 

0.0533 1, 

3.0605 1. 

0,1806 3, 

0.0854 7. 

0,1751 3. 

0,3727 5. 

0,1448 3. 

Note; Small sonde is So, 193. Coefficients tor the other small sondes are similar. 



Table 3. Set of calibration data for one snail sonde and the big-hole sonde. 

Sonde Hole Wet or Counts per second for point No. 
size size dry Shield 1 2 3 i 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

small big dry yes 253 251 252 161 141 132 61 67 44 39 27 24 
small big wet yes 279 361 327 143 131 125 56 63 42 35 25 24 
snail small dry yes 409 665 661 269 261 248 110 142 109 89 60 47 
small small net yes 355 512 3B9 194 185 168 65 72 51 44 31 26 
small small wet no 311 420 345 165 147 113 54 73 39 35 22 18 
big big dry built-in 272 310 257 158 131 116 52 57 33 28 20 17 
big big wet built-in 347 447 302 179 141 121 52 55 35 29 20 17 
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(1) ImperEections in the measurements: these arise from statistical 
uncertainties in the count rate and from other uncertainties in the 
output of the sondes. 

(2| Imperfections in the algorithm; these arise because the algorithm is 
not a good description of the phenomena of neutron logging. 

(3| imperfections in the test facility; these arise because the HCTF is 
not really a borehole but rather u set of aluminum cells in a 
building. 

(4) Imperfections in the world: these arise because the calibration 
assumes that the borehole is surrounded by an infinite, isotropic, 
Homogeneous medium, and it is not. 

The sources of uncertainty are outlined in Table 4. 

IMPERFECTIONS IN THE MEASUREMENTS 

Error caused by imperfections in the measurements, both in the field 
[Oil (data)] and in the calibration facility jdi(cal)] , can be evaluated. 
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Table 4. Sunrmaru of the sources of uncertainty at the HCTF. 

Fluctuating 
Eq, or 

Source of Uncertainty No. systematic Comments 

IMPERFECTIONS IN THE 
MEASUREMENTS 

Sonde-wall gap 4 F Use sonde with two gap indicators. 
Bulk densitv 4 F Has small effect, 
Counting s t a t i s t i c s IS F Average over long times (20 s j . 
Count uncertainty in 
calibrator 15 S Cannot eliminate, but small. 

IMPERFECTIONS IN THE 
ALGORITHM 

Bias in algorithm 9 S Cannot eliminate, not necessarily small, 
IMPERFECTIONS IN THE 

H FACILITY 
Nonuniform^ of cel ls S Is apparently negligible, 
Variation with height S May be important. 
Floor of calibrator S Cannot eliminate. Quite small for large 

holes, possibly exists for small boles, 
Gaps between cells S Cannot eliminate, probably small. 
Gap between water-filled 
ce l l and others 8 Redesign snai l , wet calibration if needed. 
Squareness of small hole S Redesign small, wet calibration if needed. 
Flat face of big "hole" S Add shielding to sonde, or apply a correction. 
Alumina instead of s i l ica S Cannot eliminate, but probably unimportant. 

IMPERFECTIONS IN THE WORLD 
NonuniforiiCy of medium 
surrounding borehole 19,20 F Recognize nonuniformity and calculate a 

correction, 



Since the final algorithm for I is not written analytically, the par t ia l 

derivatives in Eqs. 4 and a must be evaluate 1 indirectly from 

y = y(,..,iH,<VNN) , (12) 

where y represents the natural logarithm of N . For example, 

jJH l_H/oy\ = 1 _ / dy_ 
di> " ,-jy W t ) y / 3 l M \ 3 p ' ' ( 1 3 ) 

Three uncertainties contribute to the variances of ol(data) and i ' i (cal) : 

scnde-wall gap, density, and count. 

UNCERTAINTY IN THE SONDE-NAU, GAP 

2 
k?. uncertainty in the gap gives rise to the <; term in Eq. 4. The G 

diali-n.'ile sonde, which has a proximity indicator only at its upper end, can 
.-.a.-e large uncertainties if it is not parallel to the wall. We have studied a 
-.iTu'ur sonde (a density sonde) with two indicators and found that for a rough 
hole tiie difference between the gap seen by the upper indicator and the 
average gap can h^s a mean •.•„ as large as 0.3 cm. This in turn can lead 
to uncertainties of as much as 10% in I (at I = 0.5), certainly unac-
ceptably large fron a single source of error. We will reduce this problem by 
using a Dig-hole sonde with two gap indicators, which should reduce the 
uncertainty to less than 0.1 cm. 

UNCERTAINTY IN THE DENSITY 

We require bulk density, and, therefore, the output of a density log, to 

ootain I, from Eq. 10. We have found that the density logs we use can be in 

error by as much as Si under normal circumstances. However, when this value, 

(or u" = 0.05 |j) is used in Eq. 4, it makes only a small contribution 

to ii (data). 

UNCERTAINTY IN THE COUNT 

The count N is Poisson-distributed, so one would expect that 

<"• - N . However, N is recorded in API units, obtained by multiplying N :•! N 
the true count rate M' h- a constant that we shall call M. Therefore, 

N 
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> 1 
N = MN,.i and that part of a attributed to counting statistics N . is MN . in addition, there is sone experimental error caused by nonrepeat-N 
ability of placement of the sonde against the borehole wall. We have chosen 

2 to include tnis term in n , we have estimated it from data taken in the 
\ calibrator by finding the mean square residual of the count for repeated 

setups at each calibration point. If the logarithm of this residual is 
plotted as a function of I and p, no systematic variation is found. 

2 Therefore, we assume that the residual u (exp) is a constant, and thus, 
y 

2 'I 2 
u N (exp) = N N o (exp) . (14) 

N 
2 Note that o, (exp) is given in Table 2. Combining these two terms, then 

v ™N + NN i , ,?xp) • a 5 ) 

N 
If hie count is averaged over one time constant of the system, the 

variance is inversely proportional to that time constant. The time constant 
for our logs is 2 or 3 s. (It is 103 s in the calibrator, effectively elimi
nating that source of uncertainty.) If a value of M appropriate to 2 s is 
usr.l in !5q. lb, with ; = ,.• = o, uncertainties of 10 to 15* are 

i G 
:ieon in tne I (at vuHifj of 0.1 to C <i) for the big-hole dry case and 8 to H 
12? (for values up to 0.4) for the small-hole unshielded case—the standard 
oil field situation. Since the slope of the algorithms is most shallow at 
large I , the uncertainty is greatest at large I„. Evidently the count 
rate in some other service-company systems is much greater than in this one, 
greatly reducing this source of uncertainty (Tittman, et al., 1966). 

If, however, wa average over 20 s, the effect is reduced to about 4% of 
the value. Normal logging speed is about 9 m/min for this type of log, so 
taking a ;:unning average over 3 m is a plausible solution to the time constant 
problem. (Ne have chosen 3 m as our normal averaging distance for this and 
other logs.) 

The properties of the sonde's detector and electronics can change with 
time. Field calibration must be used and noted to be sure that these changes 
are dealt with in data reduction. Our procedure is to monitor the constant H 
required to convert from count rate to API units. 
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An illustration of the uncertainties can be seen by plotting various 

estimates of f\ as functions of I Figure 6 shows two sets of data for 
H 

each case. The solid line is the calculated value of o(cal), the bias 
caused by measurement errors in the calibrator. The dashed line shows \f 2 2 (cal) + o (data) for a realistic field case, with u = 0.04, 
o =0.12 cm, and a time constant of 20 s. We will use these dashed lines 
as an estimate of uncertainty caused by imperfections in the measurements. 

IMPERFECTIONS IN THE ALGORITHM 

After wo fit our algorithm to the data in the various cases, we made an 
A F-test in "y" space to compare the residuals I - I to the differences H H 

among repeat measurements. In all cases, lack of fit was shown, and there
fore, I(fit) is not /.ero. 

One source of Dias can Be seen in Eq. 11, where the bulk density appears 
only ad a coefficient of expla i ), and a is negative. Consequently, 
at large I the density effect becomes very small. Therefore, Eq. 11 is 
jnaole to reproduce all of the effect of density on N that is seen in the 
;aj iurator at I = O.ib. 

Another source of uias arises because point Mo. 1 was not included in the 
fit, and the M was not required to go to zero at I = u = 0. N H 

Tne uias that results from using inappropriate fitting functions is 
.iitficjlt to evaluate. We used two approach • i determine bias: one esti
mated it near the calioration points and the otlv estimated it elsewhere. 
Tic oiar, at the calibration points is estimn ' from the sum of the residuals 
3t a calibration point 

i Y (I., - I.J : V[6l(fit) + 61 (cal) + 6l(data)l , (16) 
J J 

waere tne sum is taken at a single calibration point over all j cases (e.g., 
uig hole, dry; small hole, wet), and Ai(data) is the measurement error in 
t.ie calibrator. 

Since the measurement errors for the different cases are reasonably 
assumed to be independent, the last two terms do not add constructively. The 
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FTC, fi. Uncertainty in the water content calculated from the alqorithms. 
D^nsitv is 2 g/cc, gap "'.') turn. Solid line is O(cal) only. Dashed line 
includes densitv uncertainty of 4%, gap uncertainty of 1,2 mm, and a 20 s 
constant. 
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v/erag r i residua) i" ttien approximately tne average bias for the i)-l] point 

represented by that cal ibrat ion point. Figure 7 shows the average residual 

for 10 iero-gap cases. In the plausible region (the triangle) the magnitude 

of the oias is never more than 0.02; the shape of the bias function seems 

similar for a l l cases. The algorithm tends to overestimate I for I up 

to anout d.2 and underestimate i t Detween about 0.2 and and 0.5, 

Another way to estimate the bias between calibration points is to f i t the 

calibration data uy a completely different method. The potential misfit bias 

<>+0,0r 

2.5 

u+0.004 

5 20 

15 

1.0 

\ 
• '0.030 

\ 
• iQ.017 \ 
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• f0.01l 

• -0.024 

+0.005 , 
%- ± 

0.2 0.4 0.5 

Hydrogen index 

•-0.008 

0.8 1.0 

FT'",. 7. Mean vaH'°s of residual between calculated and true I H l where the 
mn-T-, is taken over a l l measurement, cases at each calibration point . This can 
b" interpreted as the hiar . 
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is at least as large as the difference between two equally plausible fitting 
methods. Figures 8 (a-b) demonstrate the difference between our algorithm and 
a surface drawn tnrough the zero-gap calibration points by a geostatistical 
method called "Kriging" for two different cases (see, for example, 
Delhomme, 1978). Kriging is an interpolation method that determines the best 
linearized unbiased estimator of a surface |in this case I = u(p,N,)| 
that has been sampled at a finite number of irregularly spaced points. Since 
we have no a_prior_i reason to assume that the Kriged surface is a better or 
worse estimate than our algorithm, we use the difference between them as a 

Hydrogen index 0 Hi 

PTG. 8a. Contours of fliffpn-'ncf between IR calculated from our algorithm and 
fmm t^e qeostatiftical mothoH known as Kriging. Big sonde, big hole, dry. 
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0.4 O.G 
Hydrogen index (In! 

FIG. $'.-. Contours of rlif[erence between I H calculated from niir algorithm and 
frT. the i^ostat i shi M L method known ir Kriq:nq. Small sond'1, small hole, wet. 

measure oE how large the bias could be using either of thera. As can be seen 
in Fig. 81 the absolute difference in the plausible region rarely exceeds 
O.oaS, and usually is less than 0.02. This raises our confidence in the use 
of our algorithm. 
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IMPEI'.FECTIONJ IN THE TEST FACILITY 

HONUNIFORMITY 

Considerable effort was expended to assure the uniformity of the contents 
of each measurement cell. Nonetheless, perfect uniformity carnot be guaran
teed. Furthermore, the cell", bulge, and consequently the sonde is not in 
perfect contact with the cell over its entire length. Finally, there can be a 
few degress of rotation of the sonde about its axis between readings on the 
cells. These phenomena give rise to variations of no more than 2% at a given 

2 place and were used to calculate o (i). 

The normal calibration measurements for the big-holt case were made with 
the sonde centered on the cell. Some measurements were made with the sonde 
JO im higher. When this was done, in some cases the count rate changed enough 
tj alter the calculated I by as much as 0.02. However, the direction of 
th« change varied apparently randomly, and the mean over all of the cell sets 
was less than 0.0025. One can imagine many possible causes for such changes, 
but we have not been able to identify any specific causes. We did not include 
these variations in data points in the big-hole calibration and therefore did 

2 not include the variation in o (i). 

As a test of the importance of the variability with position, we fit 
Eq. 9 to the count rates representing the most different numbers of counts at 
the hi jh and normal positions for each set of cells. When this was done, the 
result satisfied an F-test in "y" space, in addition, '.-he rosult implies that 
trie scatter in the data is enough to account for all of the scatter about the 
fitted curve and that while 6I(ftt) may be eliminated, o(cal) has become 
much larger. 

A calculation of c(cal] like that shown in Fig. € indicates that this 
is indeed the case. When these extreme data are used to calculate the total 
uncertainty, only u(cal) and o(data) are needed. A curve like the dashed 
line in Fig. 6 shows this total uncertainty, which becomes as much as 114 of 
I when both the high and normal data are included in the fit. 
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FLCOR OF THE iWIiJM'-IG 

One possible caase of the variation with height is th; floor of the 
building. The cellr, in the test facility are 2-m high and rest on a concrete 
floor. One would c/poct that neutrons reflected from the floor would have an 
effect nn tne il.it-?. and, indeed, they do. We tested the effect of the distance 
from the floor in the big-hole geometry by varying that distance with the 
front of the sonde touching a cell (the normal arrangement) and also with the 
back of tne sonde touching a cell. The effect was large in the latter case. 
In the former, as discussed above, the mean effect was very small, and so the 
variation cannot he attributed to only height from the floor. 

In the small-hole configuration, the mean of the effect of height over 
all data points was less than its overall standard deviation, but the mean was 
larger and the count rate always decreased when the sonde was raised. There
fore, the effect appears to be real with a maximum of perhaps as much as 
0.02:i. Consequently, all the data used in the small hole were taken at the 
higher calibration point to minimize the floor effect. (We are, however, 
unable to prove the eEfect has been eliminated, since there is no way of rais
ing the sonde farther and still obtaining a calibration.) 

C V S HUTWHRN THE CELLS 

H gap of fl.J cm surrounding each cell would increase the cell area by a 
factor of 1,02 and thus deccease the apparent density and water content by a 
factor of 0.93. This would then decrease the water content in a set of cells 
uy about 2% oE its value—iE there were a g?p that large, totally surrounding 
all cells. However, the sonde is always pressed tightly against the Eace of a 
single cell whose density and water content are well-known, so the apparent 
density and water content are influenced primarily by those of the single 
cell. Moreover, the cells are always touching one another at one point (usu
ally the center) so that while gaps of this size can, in fact, be seen between 
cells, they are by no means uniform. It is therefore probable that the effect 
of these gaps is less than a tenth of the maximum possible value or less than 
0.;% of the water content. 
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A gap between a cell full of water that is used to simulate a water-
filled hole and the other cells in the array can give rise to another source 
of error. It will cause an increase in count rate and, therefore, a decrease 
in apparent water content. If we assume that the increase is the same as that 
caused by a similar gap between sonde and borehole in a dry, small-hole 
configuration, we find that the maximum count rate change is 250 API units for 
a 0.6-cm .jap. The gap between a water-filled cell and others is not likely to 
be :nore than 0.3 cm (and usually much less), so we assume 125 API units. 

This can give rice to substantial errors at high water content, but at 
values below a volume Eraction of 0.35 the error is less than 10% of the 
value. This is again a maximum possible error and is not likely to occur ;-. 
many cell sets. In fact, however, very large residuals were observed or. z-.-. 

cell set (No. B, water content 0.31) for all of the wet, small-hole cases, 'i-. 

attribute this to the gap. Because removing point No. 8 data fmm thos; cali
brations greatly improved the fits, point No. 8 was not used in the wet, 
small-hole fits. In the big-hole case the water container was constructed to 
minimize this gap and eliminate it at the point of contact between the sonde 
and the cell it touches. No large residuals were observed. It is therefore 
reasonable to believe that except in the case of the small-hole set, the 
effect is negligible. 

HOLE SHAPE 

The small holes in the calibration facility are, of course, square. The 
logging service company that supplied the loqcing sonde has its own calibra
tion facility with round holes. The company has published "limestone" 
calibrations of API units vs water content plus a chart for converting these 
to sandstone equivalents. Because sandstone is the closest to our silica-
alumina mix, we chose a number of values of sandstone porosity, including 
those corresponding to the actual values surrounding the 30-cm holes in the 
company's test pits. We then used the conversion ;hart to change the 
sandstone values to. their limestone equivalents. Next we looked up the number 
of API units on the company's limestone calibration curves for 30-cm holes, 
water-filled and dry, to compare those values to our "saturated" calibration 
curves, our results are shown in Figs. 9 (a-b). 
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irTS. 1=1. Comnaripm of loqginq company's calibration with our algorithm for a 
'"'-cm îini h"l.», sitiirfl^H sandstone (Squares represent the company's 
'-•i' i.hi itinn curve, circles refer to points on that curv" at values of I^ for 
'•.'hir-h compam' had data). Water-filled hnle. 

We found that in the dry-hole case agreement was very good at the values 
of I equivalent to the company's data paints, but our algorithm gives an 
I greater by 0.02 than the company's at low water content. In the wet-hole 
case, agreement is good at low water content, but our algorithm overestimates 
I at the data points by 0.04—evidently because we have water in parts of 
the hole whers. in a round hole there would be rock. 

There are, of course, other reasons besides the shape of the hole for 
those diEEetences. For example, we had to use a jack to urge the sonde 
against the face of the hole, and the company did not. Furthermore, the 
company used only two data points from 30-cm holes; otherwise, its curves are 
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Hydrogen index 0 H ) 
FTi~ ^h. Comparison nf 'nqqinq company's calibratinn with our algorithm for a 
10-~m •Ham hole, saturated sandstone (Squares represent the company's 
calibration curve, circles refer to points on that curvp at values of I H for 
which eompanv haH flata). Drv hol°. 

extrapolated from data in smaller holes. Finally, the calibrations were made 
years apart with different sondes. Given these sources of differences, we can 
conclude that the square hole is not a major source of error for dry he",es. 
However, if this calibration is to be used routinely in wet holes, there 
should be further study to see if a "hole-shape" correction should be applied 
in the wet-hole case. 

The flat face of the calibration Eacility is intended to simulate a very 
large (2- to 3-m diam) hole. Two experiments were performed to test whether 
this simulation is satisfactory. In the first, a concrete block 3-m square 
and 0.5-m thick was placed in the aisle behind the sonde and moved various 
distances from it to test the effect of the back of a hole. With no shield on 
the sonde the change in apparent I varied from as much as 0.2 at 1 m to as 

n 
much as 0.005 at 3 m. The change was a function of the water content of the 
cell on which the sonde was placed. With a shielded sonde the effect vanished 
for all distances more than 1.25 m—the smallest hole we expect to use. 
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In the seen;:'i "ont, moc'\ hoi iiv.iojys to test 
"•he effect ol Lin: -ii-:-, of ?;•»' ii.-ij.,». a .•:•;! with a face iijvinq .1 radius ol 
curvature of 1-2 a was filled with a sand-water mix of Known density and water 
content and placed i - a 'rwnch 'jo its [ace va:-- le'/es. with the errand .-utTace 
I Fig. 10). When, t.r- '.ill Sonde was placed oi this csll in a I'.aJ. ... ..j ,: 

l.'j-iw diain, the vi > ' r decreased by 0.07 (out of 0.29) for th shielded 
sonde and by 0.1.1 ,<i at. shielding. Our shield, then, is inndequ .e. 

FIG. 10. Mock 2 m-rHam hole for hole-size effects test. The workinq part of 
the biq-hole sonde is shown on the test cell. One side has extra shielding. 
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The effect with the big-hole sonde was 0.03, presumably reduced by its 
thick shield. It is obviously necessary to apply a correction for this 
hole-size effect. Further experiments showed that if 7.5 era of shielding were 
added to the sides of the big-hole sonde, the effect was eliminated Eot holes 
of 2-m diara or greater. As a result of this experiment we have decided to use 
only the big-hole sonde, with added shielding, in big holes. 

MATERIALS 

Most of the materials at the Nevada Te.;t Site are silicates, although 
there is some dolomite. Specifically, the material used in the HCTF is either 
silica or alumina. Silicon and aluminum have similar, but not identical, neu
tron transport properties. We therefore used Monte Carlo calculations similar 
to those used in our original studies (Hearst, 1974) to learn the effect of 
different materials. At most combinations of density and water content stu
died, the change in apparent I is less than 0.01. ,\t one value it might oe 

H 
as much as 0.03, but this is likely an artifact of the statistics 
of the specific Monte Carlo calculation. This difference in materials is, of 
course, one of the differences between our calibration and the contractor's, 
and its effect is included in the section on hole shape. 

in summary, the most important imperfections in the calibration facility 
are the floor and the shape of the hole, and they produce uncertainties of 
unknown size for some cases. Hale size and shape effects will be reduced by 
shielding, especially to the big-hole sonde. 

However, there are fluctuations in the measurements at different heights 
that cannot be attributed to specific imperfections. If their effect persists 
wncn the shielding is added to the big-hole sonde, these effects will have to 

i oe included in the differences used to calculate o"(i). 

IMPERFECTIONS IN THE WORLD 

The discussion above has assumed the medium outside the hole to be 
homogeneous and isotropic. Usually it is not. He can approximate an 
inhomogeneous or anisotropic situation by assuming: (1) the medium consists 
of two materials, and (2) the path from source to detector is made up of these 
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materials in series or in parallel. In the development of the algorithm 
(Appendix) we let 

and 

\ - C exp(-r/A t r) , (17) 

A U = v(, )^xp w(I H) . (18) 

If n materials, each having a thickness that is a fraction f. of the total, 
are in series, then 

n rf. 
\ = C exp - £ "^/vl.,) e x P w ( T H i ) 

i=l 
(19) 

II" in parallel, with an angular extent f. oi the total angular extent, 

\ = " E e x P [-^i/vtp.) exp w(I n . ) ] (20) 

Wo calculated the apparent water content from N„ for series and 
N 

parallel cases for n = 1 and compared it to the mean water content. We did a 
series of calculations for mean values of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and upwards, letting 
I , vary from 10 to 904 of the mean and f vary from 0.1 to 0.9. We cal
culated I from I , f , and the mean. The apparent water is always 
lower than the mean and always lower for parallel than series. As an example, 
for equal volumes of I = 0.1 and I . = 0.3, the mean is 0.2. The HI H2 
apparent water for series is C.166 and for parallel 0.169. Some typical 
curves are shown in Fig. 11. 

We have concluded that this is an uncertainty that is plausible in a 
medium made up of a matrix, with boulders that are drier than the matrix and 
might give errors as large as 0.025. 

DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURE 

After a neutron log has been run, it is digitized—either in the field or 
from the paper log. The log is normally recorded in API units, because the 
company's environmental calibrator gives a conversion from counts to API units 
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at three values of count, and this accounts for day-to-day variations in the 
logging system. The gap record and a density log are also digitized. All 
three digital records are smoothed to give a 20-s running average of each of 
the three variables. (Depth is adjusted as required.) Then a root-finder 
with constants a -a appropriate to the specific sonde is used to find 
I Erom N , p, and G. (Each sonde must be calibrated separately.) H N 
Because our users demand a log of weight-fraction water, all values of I 
are divided by the appropriate value of p, to give a final log of weight-
fraction water vs depth. 

Figure 12 shows an original log and the corresponding final log. The 
latter is compared to sample data. These samples were obtained with a Hunt 
sidewall sampler mounted on the drill string. They were first heated to 
105 C, and the weight loss measured, then heated to 700 c and the evolved 
iiydrogsn measured. This procedure obtained the total weight-fraction water (or 
water equivalent if bound hydrogen is not all in the Eorm of water). 

There is some doubt that these sample data represent the true water con
tent it is observed by the log. First, the sidewall sampler often simply 
scr i the wall of the large-diam hole rather than going into the wall; 

...wise, it penetrates only about 8 cm. This means that the sample can 
easily be contaminated with drilling fluid to a much greater extent than the 
volume seen by the log. Also, because the hole is so large, it is quite 
likely that the sample is taken from a different part of the hole than the 
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i, •.ic-iv'oly i •••' •• ' .•WJ,- fr ID '•.,•- i : n-i point. In allavium, water content 
CMII VJLLJ markedly •JWI a ;aeter or two Inn Uontally, and often boulders are 
present. 

The log shown was obtained with the small sonde (with its inadequate 
shield), and we have not yet developed a satisfactory hole-size correction. 
,in it is likely that at a weight-fraction water or 0.125, the weight fractions 
are low by about 0.0J. (See discussion of hole-size effects above-) Because 
chore is only one gap-measuring wheel an that sonde, a large gap uncertainty 
still exists. 

The log appears to agree with the lowest values of the sampled water 
content. This type of agreement is typical of our comparisons of logs and 
sample data. We think that this tracking of the low values occurs because 
drilling fluid invasion gives spuriously high sample water contents near the 
uorehole. U'o have considerable evidence that fluid invasion does indeed take 
place and affects the density near the borehole (Hearst, et al., 19661. 

We have found a substantial lack of correlation between neutron-log 
reading1; and sample data in alluvium and tuff (Hearst, 1914b). However, we 
nave not at this writing been able to demonstrate tnc connection between this 
information and the lack of agreement between water contents calculated from 
our algorithm and the sample data. Another possibility that cannot be 
dismissed is that the neutron log—with our method of data reduction—is, in 
fact, u'eloso for determining water content at the NTS. 

There are many sources of uncertainty in the estimate of water content 
from a neutron log. We oelievc we have minimized the effects of imperfections 
in the calibration facility by design of the facility and compensation in the 
calibration algorithm. (It should be realized that the circuitry in the ordi
nary neutron log panel is such fn algorithm.) Some imperfections in the mea
surement, sucli as hole size, can be corrected also. 

Inhomogeneity in the world produces uncertainties that cannot be elimi
nated. The log analyst may be able to estimate its eEfect, and, since he 
knows its direction, he may be able to compensate for it. 
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The tomaiiiing sources--m our case lack of fit in tne algorithm and 
uncertainty in both gap and count—cannot be eliminated, only recognized. If 
we sum the bias shown in Pigs. 7 or 8, and the effect of measurement uncer
tainty snown in Fig. fa, we find tne total uncertainty to be the larger of Si 

of the hydrogen index or 0.02 for the big-hole sonde (at values up to 0.5) for 
plausible values of uncertainties in gap and count. If we take into account 
the effects of differences in measurement height, the total uncertainty with a 
;nulL sonde can increase up to 11*. We have not tested this with a big-hole 
sonde. 

*jrk remains to ne done. The big-hole sonde must be recalibrated after 
shielding has been added. At that time we will be able to learn if the vari
ations of count with position on the cells are significant. If so, these 
variations must be included in the uncertainty of the final calibration of the 
oi j-liole sonde. 
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APPENDIX 

We can i u s t i f v the form tha t we chose as fo l lows: The d i f f u s i o n of 

neu t rons is governed hv the Boltzmann p q u a t i o n (descr ib ing the conse rva t i on of 

n p u t r o n s ) . Under s impl i fy ing assumptions ( e . g . , no neutron cap tu re ) the 

stat ionarv-state Boltzmann equation can he reduced to either the single-

vnlocitv elementary diffusion equation or the age equation (Morrison and Feld, 

1953). We can further simplify the conditions for the age equation, and 

consider a point source of Q neutrons per second of energy E in a 

homogeneous, hvdroqenous, slowing-down medium that is in f in i te . In this case 

the solution of the aqe equation at some radial position r from the source is 

approximated hv 

(Morrison and Feld, 1953) (21) 

TV* "slowing-down ^enrw tv" q(r,E i represents the rate at which neutrons 

Mi unit volume and unit logarithmic energy E) pass through the energy 

Y. - E./e, and X is the transport mean free path for scattering 

••he neutron unti l i t is captured or thermalized (and therefore no longer 

available to an epithprmal detector). 

The neutron density function (neut rons/cm ) for neutrons of a given 

enerqv E, velocitv v, and scattering mean free path \ is 

n(r,E) = ' = c f E ) q(r,E) , (22) 
• ; v ( E ) 

since neutrons of enprqv E mak° v/X col l is ions per unit time and lose ^' sc 
on the average the logarithmic energy F per col l is ion. The neutron count 

rate at energy E and radius r from the source can be approximated by 

« .. i Const. > ,, Neutrons , _, , 2 ,_, sc / \ 
N — 5 *= n(r,E) 4irr v(E) = ^ exp f-r/X f c r | _ (23) 

Const. \ 

(The solution to the diffusion equation for a point source can be approximated 

hv a similar expression with X replaced by A\. X , where X 
tr tr a a 

is the absorption cross section.) With increasing water content, the average 
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logarithmic energy loss per collision t, increases, while A and A 
tr sc 

decrease. However, ,v decreases much more rapidly than A , so the tr r sc 
coefficient of the exponential is a slowly varying function of water content. 

We iavc chosen to approximate i t by a constant. If we also assume :J_ is 

independent of energy, we have 

N = Const, exp (- r / v I • (24) 
N i tr / 

Kozhevnikov's (19C3) calculated curves of the slowing-down length h vs 

porosity suggest an exponential decrease of L, with increasing porosity and, 

therefore, water content (assuming LOO* saturation). We now arbi t rar i ly 

assume : nat A * L and can be represented bv an equation oE the form 
tr s 

V - v 1'> «?["('-„)] 

wrier9 vi„.) and w(I i are functions of bulk density and hydrogen index, 
respectively. Taking logarithms to simplify the final equation results in 

tn M N Vip] exp[w(I H)] . (26) 

TriJl functions for ViiJl and W(I ) were chosen by visually inspecting the 
plotted calibration data. 

At this point it is necessary that we remind ourselves of the idealized 
nature of this equation. We have not considered neutron capture or inelastic 
scattering. We have assumed radial neutron flow in an infinite, homogenous, 
isotropic medium; we have assumed energy independence, and finally, we have 
assumed a perfectly absorbing detector. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Coefficients ootained ny f i t t ing zero-gap data. 

J . Coefficient of the gap term in the f i t . 

C A constant. 

e ,e ,e Errors in tue measurement of gap, count, and density, 
G N ,: 

respectively. 
ij(ii One of the errors in m measurements of cuunt rate in a 

calibration set. 
Initial neutron energy and that energy divided by 2.7183 

2.7183 ((?). 
0'"0 

L'. Fractions of material of different water content, in a 
i 

mixture. 
F "True" form of Eunction describing water content in terms 

of count rate, density, and gap. 
G c,aj between sonde and ooruhole wall. 
G Observed value of gap in a borehole. 
G(i) One of m measurements of gap in a caliDtation set. 
li Fitted form of function describing water content in terms 

of count rate, density, and gap. 
i Index of measurements in a calibration set. 
I Hydrogen index: Hydrogen content per unit volume 

compared to that in fresh water. 
I., Estimated value of I,,, 
j Inde\ of calibrations under diffeLent borehole or sonde 

configurations. 
iic Neutron "slowing-down length." 
m Number of points in a calibration set (11 normally) . 
M Conversion factor from counts/s to API units. 
n(r,E) Number of neutrons of energy E at radius r per cubic cm. 
N Neutron count rate in API units. 
W' Neutron count rate in counts/s. 
M,.(i) True neutron count rate for one of the m calibration sets. 
N 

N l t(i) Observed neutron count rate in one of the m calibration 
N 

sets. 
N Observed neutron count rate in a borehole. 
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N 'jeutron count rate that would be observed during a very 
N 

long count in an infinite homogeneous medium. 
N Vector of the N„(i). 
q(r rE) Rate at which neutrons pass through energy S at radius r 

(the slowing-down density). 
Q Neutron source strength (neutrons/s). 
r Radius from the neutron source. 
U Arbitrary Eunction. 
v(E) Neutron velocity. 
v(r),Vd.) Functions of the density. 
rf(I. ),W(I ) Functions of the hydrogen index. 
y Logarithm of X, the neutron count rate. 
/ Estimate of y. 
i.'I(cil) Xero-mean, random variaole describing the uncertainty in 

I caused ay measurement uncertainties in the cali
bration. 

^Kduta) ^pro-mean, random variable describing the uncertainty in 

I caused oy measurement uncertainties in the 

borehole, 

'.I(fit) "ncertainty in I caused by bias in the calibration. 

,,I Total uncertainty in I • i(cal) + l(data) + Kfitl. 

Logarithm of neutron energy. 

A ,,'.,;c, <tl- Absorption, scattering, and transport mean free path. 
Logarithmic energy loss per collision. 

i Bulk density. 
p, Observed value of bulk density in a Dorehole. 
ij(ii One of m measurements of bulk density in a calibration 

set. 

v"ii) Variance of e(i), the errors of measured count rate in 
the calibration. 

I l l u ,i; ,u. Variances of errors in the gap, count rate, and density in 
A 

N 

a borehole. 

u" (exp) Part of variance in H not caused by statistical 
[J N fluctuations. 

u (cxp) Part of variance of In (Nvl) not caused by statistical y N 
fluctuations. 
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IHM I \ l \ l l N 

l l ih dm unit m »JN |in-|i;ir»d ,\\ ;ni .m it nt wurk s|>mi«iti-il In .in I ILI IU* nl 
ihi I mii'd M. I I IA i.NHTiinu'nt \ u ih i f ilu- I niuil ^ i .m* tnmniimni nor ilu 
I umr i ih <il ( .ililuinu imr j tn >d ilull fiii|ilti\iT*. m.iki-. iim »j f r . , i i l \ . < \ 
I ill's*, tit imjilu'il. of .isMiltu^ am k'uul liuliiliit or ri-^miiiihilih lm I In ;n 
u i r :u \ . ionipKkni-v». nr uM'luim'ss nt am inlurmutinti. j|i|iur;Uiiv prixlm/l. <n 
l i t »n« (lisvliK^tl. ur (t-(trvsvtilv lli;tl its UM nmild mil mfnitui- ( i r iuul* imnu1 

njjhK lU'fiTi-iui- lii-rrm iitiiih ^iivifii. tninmiTdul pritdmlv prin.rs>..or M ' I H H 
In it;»li' luj i i i ' . mihmurk. nuiiiuliu'liirrr. nr niht'nusc. ilius mil nm->.vrili 
iiHhllttlli •- imph iK nnliiisuni'iil. uii i i i i i iuii iLil i it i i.nl hiMinn^ ti\ Tin I mini 
Ma l i \ i.iiH-rmiH'iit Ht I In- I iiiu-isih nl ( ;tlilnriiia. I lu ui'W-, it ml ii|)iiiiun> ul 
iiulltiiTs i x n t f w d lu-rrin do mil m u w i i h iinti- t»r irfVi;! l l inv -d tin- I nihd 
•* tali's (.nuTiinifiil ihi-ri'itl. nut! Mi all mil In liM'd for J<|tt'MMn|Hir iirmiiRl <"-
diiisi'iiii'itl (hir|i"^"v 

CG/ks 
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